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INTRODUCTION

Cavitation-based technologies are gaining interest in

industrial processes, due to their cost effectiveness in

operation and their ability to work as energy concentrator.

The main concept is to exploit the localized energy released

by cavitation in a positive way.

These systems induce and control cavitation.

They generate intense shear, microjet streaming, high

intensity local turbulence, localized high pressure and

temperature and highly oxidizing radicals and for these

reasons, they can be used as process intensification

technique thanks to their ability to improve yields, reduce

time and costs.
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DEFINITION OF CAVITATION
Cavitation involves the formation, growth and collapse of

vapour bubbles (cavities) occurring in a few milliseconds at

multiple locations in a liquid. During this phenomenon high-

pressure and high-temperature conditions are created and

a large amount of energy is realized in a very short duration.

Each cavity acts as a microreactor, and follow its cycle.

1. formation of vapor cavities when the pressure drops to

the local saturated vapor pressure

2. isothermal expansion of cavities up to their maximum size

3. compression and adiabatic collapse of cavities
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ACOUSTIC CAVITATION
ACOUSTIC CAVITATION uses ultrasound for generating

cavitation.

How cavitation is generated?

When a liquid is subjected to high frequency sound waves

(20 kHz to 200 MHz) of adequate intensity, local pressure may

dip to the vapor pressure and cavitation may occur.

The trasmission of ultrasound waves consists in expansion and

compression cycles.
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HYDRODYNAMIC CAVITATION 

DYNAMIC DEVICES
A dynamic device achieves controlled hydrodynamic

cavitation by forcing the process fluid through its rotor-stator

apparatus. During high speed rotation, rotor channels are

periodically aligned with stator channels.
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How cavitation is generated?

The process fluid is accelerated in

the radial direction in the

cavitation chamber. As it flows

through the free channels within

the machine, the fluid is subjected

to a pressure wave resulting in

cavitation.

The inception and the intensity of

cavitation depends on specific

configuration of rotor – stator,

rotating speed and flow rate of

liquid through the device.
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COMPARISON:

VENTURI VS PERFORATED PLATES
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PERFORATED PLATES VENTURI

- Single or multiple holes to
control the intensity of
cavitation and the number
of cavitational events

- Different shapes (slit,
circular, and elliptical) to
obtain different cavitational
conditions

-For slit and elliptical types

there is the possibility to
generate more cavities

-Ability to enhance cavity
life
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COMPARISON:

STATIC HC VS DYNAMIC HC
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STATIC HC DYNAMIC HC

-Risk of clogging when
treated liquids contain
suspended solids

-Cavitation bubble
collapse occurs near the

walls of the element

-The fluid to be treated has
to be pumped at high
pressure at the inlet of the
element

-Low efficiency

-It can treat suspension, with
a content of solid near 30%

-Cavitation occurs in the
bulk of the liquid

-The fluid to be treated can
be pumped at near
atmospheric pressure

-More efficient: it generates
thousands of cavitational
events with a simgle
passage
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KEY BENEFITS OF 

CAVITATIONAL 

DEVICES

- Single step process

- Suitable for industrial-scale processing

- Easy scale up (especially HC cavitational systems)

- Non thermal processing technologies

- More energy efficient than many other

conventional techniques




